In this article, the static analysis of multilayered shell structure embedding piezoelectric layers is performed using some advanced theories, obtained by expanding the unknown variables along the thickness direction using equivalent singlelayer models, layer-wise models, and variable kinematic models. The variable kinematic models permit to reduce the computational cost of the analyses by grouping some layers of the multilayered structure with equivalent single-layer models and keeping the layer-wise models in other zones of the multilayer. This model is here extended to the static analysis of electro-mechanical problems. The used refined models are grouped in the Carrera Unified Formulation, and they accurately describe the displacement field, the stress distributions, and the electric potential along the thickness of the multilayered shell. The shell element has nine nodes, and the mixed interpolation of tensorial components method is used to contrast the membrane and shear locking phenomenon. The governing equations are derived from the principle of virtual displacement, and the finite element method is employed to solve them. Cross-ply plates and shells, with piezoelectric skins and simply supported edges, subjected to bi-sinusoidal mechanical or electrical load are analyzed. Various aspect ratios and radius-to-thickness ratios are considered. The results, obtained with different theories within Carrera Unified Formulation context, are compared with the elasticity solutions given in the literature. From the results, it is possible to conclude that the shell element based on Carrera Unified Formulation is very efficient in the study of electromechanical problems of composite structures. The variable kinematic models combining the equivalent single-layer with the layer-wise models permit to have a reduction of the computational costs, with respect to the full layer-wise theories, preserving the accuracy of the results in localized layers.
Introduction
The continuous development of new structural materials, such as layered composite materials and/or piezoelectric layers, leads to increasingly complex designs that require careful analysis. The use of piezoelectric components as electro-mechanical transducers in sensor as well as in actuator applications has been continuously increasing. More recently, piezoelectric components have been considered among the most suitable materials for extending the structural capabilities beyond the purely passive load-carrying one. Some examples of the most important applications of these ''intelligent'' structural components are given in Inman et al. (2001) , Chopra (2000) , and Gaudenzi (2009) for vibration and noise suppression, and controlled active deformation is treated in Preumont et al. (2009) . Analytical solution for general smart structural problems is a very tough task, and they exist, only, for very-few specialized and idealized cases. Meanwhile, the finite element method (FEM) has become the most widely used technique to model various physical processes, including piezoelectricity. The introduction of piezoelectric material into a passive structure naturally leads to a multilayered component, and it has been recognized that classical models are not suitable for an accurate design of such structures, see, for example, the review article of Noor and Burton (1990) . The analysis of layered composite structures is complicated in practice. Anisotropy, nonlinear analysis as well as complicating effects, such as the C 0 z -requirements (zig-zag effects in the displacements and interlaminar continuity for the stresses) and the couplings between in-plane and out-of-plane strains, are some of the issues to deal. In most of the practical problems, the solution demands applications of approximated computational methods. An overview of several computational techniques for the analysis of laminated structures can be read in the review articles (Carrera, 2001; Reddy and Robbins, 1994; Varadan and Bhaskar, 1997) . The FEM has a predominant role among the computational techniques implemented for the analysis of layered structures. The majority of FEM theories available in the literature are formulated by axiomatic-type theories. The most common FEM theory used is the classical Kirchhoff-Love theory, and some examples are given in Koiter (1970) and Ciarlet and Gratie (2005) . Another classical plate/shell element is based on the first-order shear deformation theory (FSDT), developed by Pryor and Barker (1971) , Noor (1972) , Hughes (1981) , and many others. A large variety of plate/shell finite element (FE) implementations of higher order theories (HOT) has been proposed in the last 20 years literature. For multilayered structures, in literature, two kinds of models can be adopted: the equivalent single-layer (ESL) models, or the layer-wise (LW) models. For the ESL models, the variables are independent from the number of layers. Differently, the LW models permit to consider different sets of variables per each layer. In many cases, the LW models are more accurate than ESL models; meanwhile, LW theories are more expensive than ESL ones concerning computational costs.
The fundamentals of the modeling of piezoelectric materials have been given in many contributions, in particular, in the pioneering works of Mindlin (1952) , EerNisse (1967) , Tiersten and Mindlin (1962) , and in the monograph of Tiersten (1969) . The embedding of piezoelectric layers into plates and shells sharpens the requirements of an accurate modeling of the resulting adaptive structure due to the localized electromechanical coupling, see, for example, the review of Saravanos and Heyliger (1999) . Therefore, within the framework of two-dimensional (2D) approach, LW descriptions have been often proposed either for the electric field only (see, for example, the works of Kapuria (2004) and of Ossadzow- David and Touratier (2004) ) or for both the mechanical and electrical unknowns (e.g. Heyliger et al., 1996) . Ballhause et al. (2005) showed that a fourth-order assumption for the displacements leads to the correct closed-form solution. They conclude that the analysis of local responses requires at least a LW description of the displacements, see also D'Ottavio et al. (2006) . Benjeddou et al. (2002) emphasized that a quadratic electric potential through the plate thickness satisfies the electric charge conservation law exactly. Some of the latest contributions to the FE analysis of piezoelectric plates that include a FSDT description of displacements and a LW form of the electric potential developed by Sheik et al. (2001) . The numerical, membrane, and bending behavior of FEs that are based on FSDTs were analyzed by Auricchio et al. (2001) in the framework of a suitable variational formulation. Some of the latest contributions to the FE analysis of piezoelectric shells that are based on exact geometry solid-shell element with the first-order sevenparameter ESL theory was developed by Kulikov and Plotnikova (2011) , and a piezoelectric solid-shell element with a mixed variational formulation and a geometrically nonlinear theory was developed by Klinkel and Wagner (2008) . An efficient four-node FE with LW mechanics was presented in Yasin and Kapuria (2014) ; therefore, some important aspects of modeling piezoelectric-active thin-walled structures were treated in Marinkovic´et al. (2009) , and a family of 2D-refined ESL models for multilayered and functionally graded smart magnetoelectro-elastic plates was presented in Milazzo (2014) .
In the last few years, several efforts have been addressed to make the models more efficient. A possible way is to combine multiple models in the analysis of laminate problems; the issue is to maximize the accuracy keeping when it is possible a reduced computational cost. One of the simple types of multiple model methods, for composite laminates analysis, is the concept of selective ply grouping or sublaminates (Jones et al., 1984; Pagano and Soni, 1983; Wang and Crossman, 1978) . The approach consists of creating some local regions, identified by specific ply or plies, within which accurate stresses are desired. The rest of the plies are identified as a global region or the domain part lying outside the local region. In literature, the local region is often modeled using three-dimensional (3D) FEs for each material plies, while the global region can be represented by 3D FEs grouped in one or more sublaminates. In the global region, the grouped sublaminates can be modeled with an ESL FE model. The disadvantage of this approach is the use of the 3D FEs. Recently, this technique of selective ply grouping or sublaminates has been employed using only 2D FEs for both local region and global region. The authors of this article used a variable description in the thickness direction of the displacements (Carrera et al., 2017; Pagani et al., 2016) . The local region can be described with more accuracy by the use of LW models; meanwhile, the global region can be described by ESL models. Both ESL and LW models are described by the use of Legendre polynomials. The continuity of the primary variables between local and global region is immediately satisfied using the Legendre polynomials.
In the work by Botshekanan Dehkordi et al. (2013) , a variable description in the thickness direction for the static analysis of sandwich plates was performed. That model was derived from Reissner's mixed variational theorem (RMVT) in order to describe a priori the transverse shear and normal stresses. The transverse stresses were approximated through a mixed LW/ESL approach. The same mixed LW/ESL approach with RMVT was then used in Botshekanan Dehkordi et al. (2016) for nonlinear dynamic analysis of sandwich plates with flexible core and composite faces embedded with shape memory alloy wires.
In this work, the electro-mechanical analysis of multilayered composite structures with piezoelectric layers is performed with an improved shell FE with a variable kinematic model. It is based on Carrera Unified Formulation (CUF), which was developed by Carrera for multilayered structures (Carrera, 2002 (Carrera, , 2003 . Many works have been devoted to the extension of CUF to electro-mechanical problems, see Robaldo et al. (2006) , , Carrera and Robaldo (2010) , and Cinefra et al. (2015a Cinefra et al. ( , 2015b . Among others, the CUF extended principle of virtual displacement (PVD) and RMVT variational statements to piezo-laminated plates, see also and Carrera and Nali (2010b) . Mixed FEs for static and dynamic analysis of piezoelectric plates have been provided in , where only transverse stresses were modeled by RMVT. Mixed FEs with direct evaluation of transverse electric displacement have been provided in Carrera and Nali (2010a) . Both ESL and LW theories contained in the CUF have been implemented in the shell FE. A variable kinematic model obtained combining the ESL and LW models are developed. The mixed interpolation of tensorial components (MITCs) method (Bathe and Brezzi, 1987; Bathe and Dvorkin, 1986; Bathe et al., 2003; Huang, 1987) is used to contrast the membrane and shear locking. The governing equations for the electro-mechanical linear static analysis of composite structures are derived from the PVD, to apply the FE method. Cross-ply plates with simply supported edges and subjected to bi-sinusoidal mechanical or electrical loads and multilayered cylindrical shells with simply supported edges and subjected to bi-sinusoidal mechanical or electrical loads are analyzed. The results, obtained with the different models contained in the CUF, are compared with the exact solution given in literature. This article is organized as follows: geometrical and constitutive relations for shells are presented in section ''Preliminaries for electromechanical problems for shells.'' In section ''Unified formulation for shells,'' an overview of higher order and advanced shell theories developed within the CUF framework is given. Section ''FE approximation'' gives a brief outline of the FEM approach, whereas, in section ''Governing FEM equations for electromechanical problems,'' the governing equations in weak form for the electro-mechanical linear static analysis of composite structures are derived from the PVD. In section ''Modeling approaches,'' a short outline of the different modeling approaches is given, and the explanation of the variable kinematic model is drawn. In section ''Numerical results,'' the results obtained using the proposed CUF theories are discussed. Section ''Conclusion'' is devoted to the conclusions.
Preliminaries for electro-mechanical problems for shells
Shells are bi-dimensional structures in which one dimension (in general the thickness in the z direction) is negligible concerning the other two dimensions. The reference system of the shell is given in Figure 1 .
By considering multilayered structures, the square of an infinitesimal linear segment in the layer, the associated infinitesimal area and volume are given by
where the metric coefficients are
k denotes the kÀlayer of the multilayered shell, R k a and R k b are the principal radii of the mid-surface of the layer k. A k and B k are the coefficients of the first fundamental form of O k (G k is the O k boundary). In this article, the attention has been restricted to shells with constant radii of curvature (cylindrical, spherical, and toroidal geometries), for which A k = B k = 1. Details for shells are reported in Reddy (1997) . The geometrical relations enable to express the in-plane e k p and out-plane e k n strains in terms of the displacement u for each layer k 
The definition of the constitutive equations that permit to express the stresses s and the electric displacements D in terms of the strains and the electric fields is defined as follows
where 
For the sake of brevity, the expressions that relate the material coefficients C ij to Young's moduli E 1 , E 2 , and E 3 , the shear moduli G 12 , G 13 , and G 23 , and Poisson's ratios n 12 , n 13 , n 23 , n 21 , n 31 , and n 32 are not given here, and they can be found in Reddy (1993) . The piezoelectric material is characterized by the piezoelectric coefficients e ij and the permittivity coefficients e ij , and more details can be found in the book of Rogacheva (1994) .
Unified formulation for shells
Classical shell models grant good results when thin thickness, homogeneous structures are considered. However, the analysis of thick shells, multilayered structures may require more sophisticated theories to achieve sufficiently accurate results. As a general guideline, it is clear that the richer the kinematic field, the more accurate the 2D model becomes. The CUF has the capability to expand each displacement variable at any desired order. Each variable can be treated independently from the others, according to the required accuracy. This procedure becomes extremely useful when multifield problems such as thermoelastic and piezoelectric applications are investigated (Cinefra et al., 2015a (Cinefra et al., , 2015b (Cinefra et al., , 2015c (Cinefra et al., , 2016 . According to the CUF (Carrera, 1999a (Carrera, , 1999b (Carrera, , 2003 , the displacement field and the electric potential can be written as follows
In compact form
where (a, b, z) is the general reference system (see Figure 1 ), the displacement vector u = fu, v, wg and the electric potential F have their components expressed in this system. d is the virtual variation associated to the virtual work, and k identifies the layer. F t and F s are the thickness functions depending only on z. t and s are sum indexes, and N is the number of terms of the expansion in the thickness direction assumed for the displacements. For the sake of clarity, the superscript k is omitted in the definition of the Legendre polynomials.
Legendre-like polynomial expansions
The limitations, due to expressing the unknown variables in function of the midplane position of the shell, can be overcome in several ways. A possible solution can be found employing the Legendre polynomials. They permit to express the unknown variables in function of the top and bottom position of a part of the shell thickness. In the case of Legendre-like polynomial expansion models, the displacements and the electric potential are defined as follows
in which P j = P j (z) is the Legendre polynomial of jÀorder defined in the zÀdomain: À1 z 1. P 0 = 1, P 1 = z, P 2 = (3z 2 À 1)=2, P 3 = (5z 3 À 3z)=2, and P 4 = (35z 4 À 30z 2 + 3)=8.
For the LW models, the Legendre polynomials and the relative top and bottom position are defined for each layer.
Refined polynomials with zig-zag function
Due to the intrinsic anisotropy of multilayered structures, the first derivative of the displacement variables in the z direction is discontinuous. It is possible to reproduce the zig-zag effects in the framework of the ESL description by employing the Murakami theory. According to Murakami (1986) , a zig-zag term can be introduced into equation (14) as follows
It can be introduce also into equation (15) as follows
Such theories are called zig-zag theories. The zig-zag function is defined in each layer k, where the adimensional term z k takes the value 1 and À1 at the top and the bottom, respectively, of each layer.
FE approximation
Independently from the choice of the thickness functions, a finite element model can be formulated. According to the common FEM approximation, the generalized displacements can be expressed as a linear combination of the shape functions. Considering a nine-node FE, the generalized displacement and electric potential and their variations are defined as follows
where u s j , F s j , du t i , and dF t i are the nodal displacements, the electric potential and their virtual variations, respectively, and N i and N j are the Lagrangian shape functions defined in each node of the FE. Substituting the compact form of the FEM approximation (equation (19)) in the generalized displacement expansion (equation (12)) and electric potential expansion (equation (13)), we obtain
Therefore, to overcome the numerical problems related to the shear locking, it is possible to use many computational procedures, such as reduced integration, selective integration (Hughes et al., 1978) , and the MITCs (Bathe and Dvorkin, 1986) . In this article, a MITC technique is used to overcome the shear locking phenomenon, for more details see Cinefra et al. (2015b) .
Governing FEM equations for electro-mechanical problems
The PVD for a multilayered shell structure reads ð
where O k and A k are the integration domains in the plane and the thickness direction, respectively. The lefthand side of the equation represents the variation of the internal work, while the right-hand side is the virtual variation of the external work. Substituting the constitutive equations (7), the geometrical relations written via the MITC method and applying the CUF (equations (12) and (13)) and the FEM approximation (equation (19)), the following governing equations are obtained
where
where K ktsij is a 4 3 4 matrix, called fundamental nucleus of the mechanical stiffness matrix, and its explicit expression is given in Cinefra et al. (2015a) . The mechanical part K ktsij uu is a 3 3 3 matrix, the coupling matrices K ktsij uF and K ktsij Fu have dimension 3 3 1 and 1 3 3, respectively, and the electrical part K ktsij FF is a 1 3 1 matrix. The nucleus is the basic element from which the stiffness matrix of the whole structure is computed. The fundamental nucleus is expanded on the indexes t and s to obtain the stiffness matrix of each layer k. Then, the matrices of each layer are assembled at the multilayer level depending on the approach considered. P k sj is a 3 3 1 matrix, called fundamental nucleus of the external load. q k sj and dq k ti are the nodal displacements and electric potential and its variation, respectively.
Modeling approaches
Two different types of modeling approaches are usually used in literature:
The ESL models, here referred to as ESL. The LW models, here referred to as LW.
In this article, a third modeling approach is taken into account. It is a variable kinematic model obtained as a combination of the ESL and LW models. The choice of the modeling approach is independent of the type of the used polynomials.
ESL models
In an ESL model, a homogenization of the properties of each layer is conducted by summing the contributions of each layer in the stiffness matrix. This process leads to a model that has a set of variables that is assumed for the whole multilayer. In this work, the ESL model is employed using both Taylor and Legendre polynomials. The ESL assembly procedure of the stiffness matrix in the framework of CUF is shown in Figure 2 .
LW models
LW model considers different sets of variables per each layer, and the homogenization is just conducted at the interface level. The LW assembly procedure is presented in Figure 3 . In this work, the LW model is employed using the Legendre polynomials. The Legendre polynomials F 0 and F 1 interpolate the displacements at the top (t) and bottom (b) position of the layer, respectively. The unknown variables at the top (t) and bottom (b) position are used to impose the following compatibility conditions
Variable kinematics
In this article, a different model is taken into account. This variable kinematic model is obtained as a combination of the ESL and LW models. In order to combine these two different models, the Legendre polynomials have been taken into account. In a multilayered structure, some layers can be modeled with a homogenization of the properties and modeled with an ESL assembling procedure, whereas for some layers, the homogenization is conducted just at the interface level. This homogenization at the interface level between the ESL and LW models is performed by the use of the Legendre polynomials. The variable kinematic assembling, developed in the framework of the CUF, is very simple to integrate, for example, in a FORTRAN code, with few lines of programming. The programming lines of the nucleus equations remain unchanged for ESL, LW and variable kinematic assembling. The variable kinematic assembly procedure of the stiffness matrix in the framework of CUF is shown in Figure 4 . An overview of the assembling scheme of the ESL, LW, and variable kinematics approach is given in Figure 5 .
Acronyms
Depending on the variables description and the number of terms N of the various expansion of kinematics plate, theories can be obtained. A system of acronyms is given to denote these models. The first letters indicate the used approach in this work which is ESL (E). The second letter indicates the type of polynomial adopted, (L) for Legendre polynomials. Sometimes, a reference solution is given with a LW approach, so the first letters become LW. The number N indicates the number of terms of the expansion used in the thickness direction. If the Navier analytical method is employed, the subscript (a) is used. The letter Z is added if the zig-zag function of Murakami is employed.
Numerical results
To assess these theories, the following reference problems have been considered:
A four-layer square plate with a cross-ply composite core ½08=908 and piezoelectric external skins.
A three-layer cylindrical shell with a composite core and piezoelectric external skins. A four-layer cylindrical shell with a cross-ply composite core ½908=08 and piezoelectric external skins.
Four-layer plate
A four-layer cross-ply square plate, see Figure 6 , with a cross-ply Gr/Ep composite core ½08=908 and lead zirconate titanate (PZT-4) piezoelectric external skins, with simply supported boundary condition is considered. The static analysis of the plate structure is evaluated in sensor and actuator configurations. For the sensor case, a bi-sinusoidal transverse normal pressure is applied to the top surface of the plate
with amplitude p o z = 1 and wave numbers m = 1 and n = 1. The potential at top and bottom position is imposed as
For the actuator case, a bi-sinusoidal electric potential is imposed at top surface
with amplitude f o z = 1 and wave numbers m = 1 and n = 1. The potential at bottom position is imposed as F b = 0. No mechanical load is applied.
In respect to the total thickness, a single piezoelectric skin has a thickness of h p = 0:1h tot , while the single core layer has a thickness of h c = 0:4h tot . The material properties of the plate are given in Table 1 .
The results are calculated for different thickness ratios as a=h = 2, 100, and they are evaluated in the following positions with the following form for the sensor casesŵ
For the actuator cases, the variables are evaluated in the same way as the sensor cases, except for the electric potentialF
First, a convergence study on the plate element was performed. A composite plate with thickness ratio of a=h = 100 is evaluated. For the sensor case, a mesh grid of 40 3 40 elements ensures the convergence of both the mechanical and electrical variables except for the transverse electric displacement D z that has a veryslow convergence rate. For the actuator case, a mesh grid of 24 3 24 elements ensures the convergence for all the variables, see Table 2 .
Therefore, a locking study has been performed evaluating different types of integration methods (Hughes et al., 1978) for the same plate structure to prove that the element is locking free, see Table 3 . The plate element with the MITC9 method ensures accuracy on both the transverse displacement and the shear stress. 15.08 0 e 11 =e 0 ( À ) 1475 3.5 e 22 =e 0 ( À ) 1475 3.0 e 33 =e 0 ( À ) 1300 3.0 e 0 (C=Vm) 8:85310 À12 8:85310 À12 PZT-4: lead zirconate titanate. An assessment of the Legendre polynomials with a full ESL approach has been performed for the pure mechanical case in Pagani et al. (2016) for plates and in Carrera et al. (2017) for shells. All the results presented in Pagani et al. (2016) and Carrera et al. (2017) , for thick and thin plates and shells, show that the Legendre polynomials lead to the same results of the Taylor polynomials. The use of either polynomial is invariant with respect to the solution accuracy.
Hereafter, Legendre polynomials have been employed for the structural analyses. Different variable kinematic models have been used to perform the analysis of the plate structures, see Figure 7 . The acronyms have been modified adding a subscript to them; for the sake of clarity, the list of subscripts is given below:
The results are listed in Table 4 for the sensor case and in Table 5 for the actuator case. For the plate structures analyzed, the following considerations can be drawn for the sensor cases:
Regarding the transverse displacement w, for thin plates a=h = 100, the theories EL4 Case1 , EL4 Case2 , and EL4 Case3 lead to an improvement of the solution with respect to the EL4 without appreciable differences within them, see Figure  8 (a). For thick plates a=h = 2, the variable kinematic theories show different levels of accuracy. The EL4 Case3 theory is able to approximate very well the full LW reference solution LW 4. It has to be noticed that the EL4 Case1 theory has a better behavior than the EL4 Case2 theory due to the LW approximation of the upper loaded layer, see Figure 8 (b). For both the transverse shear stress s xz , see Figure 9 (a), and the transverse normal stress, see Figure 9 (b), the theories EL4 Case1 and EL4 Case2 improve the results with respect to the EL4 theory only in the layer with a LW description. The EL4 Case3 theory is able to approximate the full LW reference solution LW 4 very well along the entire thickness of the plate. Regarding the electric potential F, for thin plates a=h = 100, the theories EL4 Case1 , EL4 Case2 , and EL4 theories overestimate the reference solution, see Figure 10 (a). For thick plates a=h = 2, the variable kinematic theories can underestimate and overestimate the solution, see Figure 10 (b). For both thin and thick plates, only the EL4 Case3 theory is able to approximate very well the full LW reference solution LW 4. For the electric transverse displacement D z , for both thin plates a=h = 100, see Figures 11(a) , and thick plates a=h = 2, see Figures 11(b) , the theories EL4 Case1 and EL4 Case2 improve the results with respect to the EL4 theory only in the layer with a LW description. The EL4 Case3 theory is the best approximating theory with respect to the full LW reference solution LW 4.
For the plate structures analyzed in actuator configuration, the following considerations can be drawn:
Regarding the transverse displacement w, for thin plates a=h = 100, the variable kinematic theories show different levels of accuracy, see Figure 12 (a), the EL4 Case3 solution is closer than EL4 Case1 and EL4 Case2 theories to the full LW reference solution LW 4. For thick plates a=h = 2, EL4 Case1 and EL4 Case3 theories are able to approximate very well the full LW reference solution LW 4, see Figure 12 (b). For both the transverse shear stress s xz , see Figure 13 (a), and the transverse normal stress, see Figure 13 (b), same considerations as the sensor cases can be depicted. The theories EL4 Case1 and EL4 Case2 improve the results with respect to the EL4 theory only in the layer with a LW description. The EL4, Case3 theory is able to approximate the full LW reference solution LW 4 very well along the entire thickness of the plate. Regarding the electric potential F, for thin plates a=h = 100, see Figure 14 (a), the theories EL4 Case1 , EL4 Case2 , and EL4 theories can underestimate and overestimate the solution in the Therefore, the Euclidean norm of the error of primary variables (mechanical displacements and electric potential), and secondary variables (mechanical stresses and electric displacements) is evaluated along the plate thickness by mono-models and variable kinematic models, with respect to the adopted reference solution ref = LW 4. The Euclidean norm of the error k f E k 2 is calculated for a generic mechanical or electric variables f along the plate thickness z as follows 
For a multilayered structure, the integral is splitted, along the thickness direction z, in the integral sum of each layer k. Equation (30) changes into
The Euclidean norms are listed in Table 6 for various aspect ratios, and both sensor and actuator cases are taken into account. Here, the norm is a global indicator of the solution accuracy along the multilayer thickness, and it is not distinguishing the local layer approximation. For the sensor case (mechanical load applied), the mechanical variables have almost the same solution accuracy independently of the used kinematic model. The variable kinematic model Case 3, where the piezoelectric skins have to be modeled by a LW description, permits to have an huge reduction of the error (10 3 : 10 4 times) with respect to the other mono-models and variable kinematic models, for the description of the electric potential F, and for the electric transverse displacement D z . For the actuator case (electrical load applied), the variable kinematic model Case 3, where the piezoelectric skins have to be modeled by a LW description, permits to have better results for both mechanical and electrical variables. The mechanical variables show an error reduction of (10 3 : 10 5 times) with respect to the other kinematic models. The accuracy of the electric variables is improved more than mechanical ones, the error is (10 3 : 10 8 times) lower than the other kinematic models.
For the multilayered plate structures, in conclusion, it is clear that to have more accurate results, the piezoelectric skins have to be modeled by a LW description. The variable kinematic model permits to improve globally the results, and at the same time permits to reduce the computational cost of the analysis, assembling the composite core with an ESL model.
Three-layer cylindrical shell
A three-layer composite cylindrical shell, see Figure 15 , with a Gr/Ep composite core and PZT-4 piezoelectric external skins, with simply supported boundary condition is considered. The static analysis of the shell structure is evaluated in sensor and actuator configurations.
For the sensor case, a mechanical load pressure is applied, for the whole cylinder, at the inner surface of the shell, defined as follows For the actuator case, a bi-sinusoidal electric potential, for the whole cylinder, is imposed at outer surface The material properties of the cylinder are given in Table 1 . For all the cases, the geometrical data are a = 40, b = 2pR b , and R b = 10. In respect to the total thickness, a single piezoelectric skin has a thickness of h p = 0:1h tot , while the single core layer has a thickness of h c = 0:8h tot . The results are presented for different radii to thickness ratios as R b =h = 2, 4, 10, and 100. Due to the geometrical symmetry of the cylinder, the symmetry of the load pressure and boundary condition, and the symmetry of the lamination stacking sequence, an octave of the cylinder is analyzed, half cylinder along the a axis direction and a quarter along the b circumferential axis direction. The applied mechanical load for an octave of the cylinder is defined as follows and the electric load for an octave of the cylinder is defined as follows
where m = 0, 5 and n = 2. The results are calculated in the following positions with the following form for the sensor caseŝ For the actuator cases, the variables are evaluated in the following form w(a, b, z) = w(a=2, 0, 0) Ã 10 11 , s aa (a, b, z) = s aa (a=2, 0, + h=2) s az (a, b, z) = s az (a, 0, 0) Ã 10 4 ,
First, a convergence study on the shell element was performed. A composite shell with radius-to-thickness ratio of R b =h = 100 is evaluated. For the sensor case, a mesh grid of 20 3 80 elements ensures the convergence of both the mechanical and electrical variables except for the transverse electric displacement D z that has a very-slow convergence rate. For the actuator case, a mesh grid of 14 3 56 elements ensures the convergence for all the variables, see Table 7 .
Different variable kinematic models have been used to perform the analysis of the shell structures. The acronyms have been modified adding a subscript to them; for the sake of clarity, the list of subscripts is given below:
The results are listed in Table 8 for the sensor case and in Table 9 for the actuator case. For the plate structures analyzed, the following considerations can be drawn for the sensor cases and actuator cases. For both mechanical and electrical variables, the variable kinematic configurations EL4 Case 1 and EL4 Case 2 show an improvement of the solutions with respect to the full ESL theory EL4. As demonstrated in the previous numerical example, it is preferable to model the piezoelectric skins of a multilayered structure with a LW approach to obtain more accurate results. For this numerical example, the two possible variable kinematic theories Case 1 and Case 2 cannot be as accurate as the configuration with the piezoelectric skins modeled with a LW approach, that is, this three-layer structure is coincident with the full LW model. The more accurate variable kinematic configuration is that which takes into account the LW description of the layer subject to the mechanical or electrical load. For the sensor cases, the Case 2 configuration is more accurate, and for the actuator cases, the Case 1 configuration is more close to the reference solution.
Four-layer cylindrical shell
A four-layer composite cylindrical shell with a Gr/Ep composite core [90°/0°] and PZT-4 piezoelectric external skins, see Figure 15 , with simply supported boundary condition is considered. The static analysis of the shell structure is evaluated in sensor and actuator configurations. The material properties of the cylinder are given in Table 1 . For all the cases, the geometrical data are the same of the previous numerical subsection. In respect to the total thickness, a single piezoelectric skin has a thickness of h p = 0:1h tot , while the single composite core layer has a thickness of h c = 0:4h tot . The results are presented for different radius-to-thickness-ratios R b =h = 2, 4, 10, and 100. The applied load is the same of the previous numerical example; due to the geometrical symmetry of the cylinder, the symmetry of the load pressure and boundary condition, an octave of the cylinder is analyzed, half cylinder along the a axis direction and a quarter along the b circumferential axis direction. For the sensor case, a mesh grid of 20 3 80, and for the actuator case, a mesh grid of 14 3 56 elements are employed as the previous example of the three-layer cylinder.
The results are calculated in the following positions with the following form for the sensor caseŝ w(a, b, z) = w(a=2, 0, 0) Ã 10 9 , s aa (a, b, z) = s aa (a=2, 0, + h=2) s az (a, b, z) = s az (a, 0, 0 À ), s zz (a, b, z) = s zz (a=2, 0, À h=2) F(a, b, z) = F(a=2, 0, 0), D z (a, b, z) = D z (a=2, 0, + h=2) Ã 10 11
For the actuator cases, the variables are evaluated in the following form Table 8 . Three-layer cylinder with a composite core and piezoelectric external skins. Mechanical and electrical variables described by mono-models and variable kinematic models for various radius-to-thickness ratios R=h (sensor case). ŵ(a, b, z) = w(a=2, 0, 0) Ã 10 11 , s aa (a, b, z) = s aa (a=2, 0, + h=2)
R=h
The results are listed in Table 10 for the sensor case and in Table 11 for the actuator case. For the cylindrical shell structures analyzed, the following considerations can be drawn for the sensor cases:
For big radius-to-thickness ratios of R=h = 100 regarding the transverse displacement w, the theories EL4 Case1 , EL4 Case2 , and EL4 Case3 lead an improvement of the solution with respect to the EL4 with different levels of accuracy, see Figure 16 (a). For small radius-to-thickness ratio of R=h = 2, the in-plane stress s aa is well described along the thickness, except from the EL4 Case1 and the full ESL theory EL4, those theories have a loss in accuracy for the description of the loaded lower layer, see Figure 16 (b). For both the transverse shear stress s az , see Figure 17 (a), and the transverse normal stress Table 9 . Three-layer cylinder with a composite core and piezoelectric external skins. Mechanical and electrical variables described by mono-models and variable kinematic models for various radius-to-thickness ratios R=h (actuator case). s zz , see Figure 17 (b), the theories EL4 Case1 and EL4 Case2 improve the results with respect to the EL4 theory only in the layer with a LW description. The EL4 Case3 theory is able to approximate the full LW reference solution LW 4 very well along the entire thickness of the plate. Regarding the electric potential F, for big radius-to-thickness ratio of R=h = 100, the theories EL4 Case1 , EL4 Case2 , and EL4 theories overestimate the reference solution, see Figure  18 (a). For the electric transverse displacement D z , for small radius-to-thickness ratio of R=h = 2, see Figures 18(b) , the theories EL4 Case1 and EL4 Case2 improve the results with respect to the EL4 theory only in the layer with a LW description. The EL4 Case3 theory is the best (Carrera and Brischetto, 2007) 4403.2 --21.0000 0.3414 227,910 LW4FM a (Carrera and Brischetto, 2007) 4403. (Carrera and Brischetto, 2007) 0.2633 --21.0013 0.0039 9.8858 LW4FM a (Carrera and Brischetto, 2007) 0 approximating theory with respect to the full LW reference solution LW 4.
For the cylindrical shell structures analyzed in actuator configuration, the following considerations can be drawn:
Regarding the transverse displacement w, for big radius-to-thickness ratio of R=h = 100, the variable kinematic theories show different levels of accuracy, see Figure 19 (a), and the EL4 Case3 solution is closer than EL4 Case1 and EL4 Case2 theories to the full LW reference solution LW 4. For small Table 11 . Four-layer cylinder with a composite core and piezoelectric external skins. Mechanical and electrical variables described by mono-models and variable kinematic models for various radius-to-thickness ratios R=h (actuator case).
R=h = 100
DOFŝ wŝ aaŝazŝzzFDz LW4 a (Carrera and Brischetto, 2007) 2.4869 --20.1835 0.5009 20.3494 LW4M a (Carrera and Brischetto, 2007) 2.4869 --0.0000 0.5009 20.3494 LW4FM a (Carrera and Brischetto, 2007) 2 radius-to-thickness ratio of R=h = 2, the in-plane stress s aa is well described along the thickness only from the EL4 Case3 theory, while the other theories have a loss in accuracy especially in loaded upper layer, see Figure 19 (b).
For both the transverse shear stress s az , see Figure 20 (a), and the transverse normal stress s zz , see Figure 20 (b), the same considerations as the sensor cases can be depicted. The theories EL4 Case1 and EL4 Case2 improve the results with respect to the EL4 theory only in the layer with a LW description. The EL4 Case3 theory is able to approximate the full LW reference solution LW 4 very well along the entire thickness of the plate.
Regarding the electric potential F, for big radius-to-thickness ratio of R=h = 100, see Figure 21 (a), the theories EL4 Case1 , EL4 Case2 , and EL4 theories can underestimate and overestimate the solution in the central composite layers. The EL4 Case3 theory is able to approximate very well the full LW reference solution LW 4.
For the electric transverse displacement D z , for small radius-to-thickness ratio of R=h = 2, see Figures 21(b) , the theories EL4 Case1 and EL4 Case2 improve the results with respect to the EL4 theory only in the layer with a LW description. The EL4 Case3 theory is the best approximating theory with respect to the full LW reference solution LW 4.
The Euclidean norm, as defined in equation (31), is a global indicator of the solution accuracy, and it can be related to the reduction of degrees of freedom (DOFs) of the structure model; in other words, the Euclidean norm can be related to the computational cost of the used models. In Figure 22 , various mono-models and variable kinematic models with different expansion order are related to the reduction DOFs% with respect to the adopted reference solution LW 4 with the following definition
It is taken into account the error norm of the transverse mechanical displacementŵ for the actuator case of the shell with R=h = 2 ratio. It is evident, from Figure 22 , that as expected the solution accuracy grows with the increasing polynomial order with a convergence to the fourth-order. The ESL mono-models have the biggest DOFs reduction coupled with large solution errors. Differently, LW models have the biggest solution accuracy coupled with low DOFs reductions. It is noticeable that variable kinematic Case 1 models are able to have reduced solution errors because they are describing with LW approach the loaded top layer. Differently, variable kinematic Case 2 models represent the worst solution for both accuracy and DOFs reduction. Therefore, variable kinematic Case 3 models describe very accurate results comparable with the LW models, with noticeable DOFs reduction.
Conclusion
This article has dealt with the static analysis of composite plates and shells embedded with piezoelectric layers using a 2D FE based on the unified formulation. The element has been assessed by analyzing cross-ply plates with piezoelectric skins under bi-sinusoidal mechanical or electrical loads and simply supported boundary conditions, multilayered composite shells with piezoelectric skins under bi-sinusoidal mechanical or electrical loads and simply supported boundary conditions. The results have been presented in terms of transverse displacement, in-plane stresses, transverse shear stresses, transverse normal stress, electric potential, and transverse electric displacement for various thickness ratios and radius-to-thickness ratios. The performances of the shell element have been tested, and the different theories (classical, refined, and variable kinematic models) within the CUF framework have been compared. The following conclusions can be drawn:
1. The shell element with the MITC technique is locking free, for all the considered cases and all the chosen models. The results converge to the reference solution by increasing the order of expansion of the displacements in the thickness direction, independently from the employed function type. 2. For multilayered composite plate and multilayered shells, variable kinematic models permit to improve the results with a reduction of computational costs, with respect to a full LW solution. 3. The piezoelectric skins have to be modeled by a LW description. The variable kinematic model permits to improve globally the results, and at the same time permits to reduce the computational cost of the analysis, assembling the composite core with an ESL model. 4. For multilayered structures, the shear stresses can be modelized, in specific layers, by variable kinematic models with the same accuracy of LW theories, whereas strong reduction of computational costs can be obtained in the other layers.
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